Seismic Performance Assessment of Masonry Tile Domes
through Nonlinear Finite-Element Analysis
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Abstract: This article discusses a combined analytical and experimental study on the nonlinear seismic performance of two Guastavino-style
masonry domes located in the United States. The seismic performance of these masonry domes is simulated with nonlinear finite-element
(FE) models. To support the assumptions and decisions established during the development of the FE models, the vibration response of the
domes is measured on-site and systematically compared against the numerical model predictions. Linear FE models are developed that are in
close agreement with the measured natural frequencies and in visual agreement with the measured mode shapes. Next, these linear models are
extended into the nonlinear range by incorporating the Drucker-Prager damage criterion. Finally, nonlinear FE models are used to assess the
performance of these two domes under seismic loadings obtained from the 1940 El Centro earthquake acceleration records. The predicted
displacements and internal tensile stress levels are used to make inferences about the potential behavior of these two buildings under the
selected earthquake load. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)CF.1943-5509.0000243. © 2012 American Society of Civil Engineers.
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Introduction
The inherent rigidity of the dome enabled early builders to achieve
large spans with masonry, a material with minimal tensile capacity.
The structural performance of the masonry dome under severe
loading conditions has inspired its use among many architects,
builders, and structural engineers. Rafael Guastavino, one of many
such builders, exploited the properties of domes with a proprietary
system he called cohesive construction.
The tile construction system pioneered by the Spanish architect
Rafael Guastavino is a refinement of a 1,000-old technique known
as Catalan vaulting. In this system, thin terra-cotta tiles are placed
in such a way that they follow the curve of the structure. In the
1880s, Guastavino brought this architectural technique to the
United States from Spanish Catalonia. It was then enhanced with
the availability of Portland cement in the American construction
industry to capabilities far beyond that achieved in Europe (Fig. 1).
In North America, the cohesive construction system enabled the
construction of more than 1,000 culturally significant buildings
between the 1880s and 1960s (Collins 1968). However, the structural behavior of this construction system has received little
attention in literature.
Buildings that incorporate cohesive construction, many of
which were built more than a century ago, are reaching a critical
stage regarding their structural integrity. Precautions must be taken
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to ensure the structural safety of existing Guastavino tile domed
and vaulted structures, particularly during extreme events such
as earthquakes and high winds. However, the behavior of masonry
structures, especially those with double curvatures, is poorly understood (Bayraktar et al. 2007). Furthermore, even less is known
about the unique Guastavino style of erecting domes and vaults.
In the absence of established guidelines for the analysis of such
systems, numerical models, developed with available documentation about the structure, and engineering judgment offer a viable
solution.
Many numerical studies based on finite-element (FE) analysis
have been completed to investigate the seismic behavior of
masonry domes (Mahdi 2004; Croci 2006; Fahjan and Keypour
2006; Vasseghi et al. 2007). However, FE model predictions suffer
from unavoidable uncertainties resulting from the lack of knowledge regarding such input parameters as material property values,
boundary condition definitions, and geometric dimensions of
complex masonry structures. Although numerous sources of uncertainty limit the effectiveness of the FE method as a sole determinant
of the structural performance of an existing masonry structure,
experimental methods can be implemented to reduce these inherent
uncertainties greatly. Successful studies synthesizing experimental
data with numerical model predictions are available for various
masonry systems: for a masonry tower, see Gentile and Saisi
(2007) and DelloRusso et al. (2008); for a masonry arch bridge,
see Ramos (2007) and Bayraktar et al. (2010); for a historic
masonry church, see Turek et al. (2002) and Atamturktur and
Boothby (2010).
In the present study, such a synthesis of experimental and
numerical analysis is completed for two Guastavino-style domes
built in the previous century. First, the experimentally obtained
modal parameters are exploited as references against the FE model
predictions to ensure the FE models can successfully reproduce
reality. The primary objective is to obtain realistic representations
of support conditions between adjacent structural components.
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Fig. 1. Guastavino standing on tile arches at the construction of the
Boston Public Library, 1889 (Courtesy of the Trustees of the Boston
Public Library, Print Department, reprinted with permission)

Modal parameters are properties representing the linear behavior of
a structure; thus, they can be used to confirm the linear properties of
the model. However, to simulate the seismic behavior of the
Guastavino domes accurately, the FE model must be capable of
representing plastic deformations, i.e., nonlinear properties. Therefore, the linear FE models are then extended into the nonlinear
range by incorporating the Drucker-Prager damage criterion.
The resulting nonlinear FE models are then used to simulate the
behavior of the two Guastavino domes under seismic loadings
obtained from the 1940 El Centro earthquake acceleration records.

Fig. 2. Construction of the National Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception, Washington, DC, 1959 (Courtesy of Avery Architectural
and Fine Arts Library, Columbia University, New York, reprinted with
permission)

Description of Case Study Structures
The cohesive construction system is best understood when compared with conventional masonry vaulting. Guastavino vaults are
composed of multiple layers of 1-in.-thick tiles (usually 6 ×
10 in: or 8 × 12 in:) laid flat in 1-in.-thick Portland cement, instead
of a single layer of vertically oriented, wedge-shaped thick-cut
stones (Fig. 2). The terra-cotta tiles are bonded to one another
by the tensile strength of cement beds, whereas stone voussoirs
maintain their integrity by compression and friction between
elements.
Among several Guastavino-style domes on which the authors
obtained permission to conduct nondestructive evaluations, the
two case study structures were selected on the basis of having
accessibility to the back of the domes for vibration testing: the State
Education Building (SEB) in Albany, NY, and the City County
Building (CCB) in Pittsburgh. This section overviews the structural
characteristics of these two Guastavino-style domes.

Fig. 3. Interior view of domes in the State Education Building reading
room [Reprinted with permission from Atamturktur (2006)]

massive masonry arches on all four sides, are highly ornate with a
varying thickness of three to seven tiles (Fig. 4).

State Education Building (SEB) —Albany, NY
The reading room of the SEB is covered by a repetitive system
of 12 rib and dome modules supported on iron piers resembling
the Labrouste’s Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris (Parks and
Neumann 1996). The 12 identical 6.7-m radius domes are arranged
in a three-by-four square-bay grid. The use of pendentives and
slender rib arches makes the transition from the circular plan of
each dome to the square bays possible (Fig. 3).
City County Building (CCB) —Pittsburgh
The vestibule of the CCB incorporates three identical Guastavino
tile domes, each with a 6.7-m radius. These domes, supported by

Design and Execution of Vibration Experiments
The purpose of this nondestructive experimental campaign is to
acquire physical evidence in sufficient quality and quantity to support decisions and assumptions made during the development of
the FE models of the Guastavino domes. Therefore, the specific
goals of the in situ vibration experiments are the following:
(1) to obtain comparative features that can be a bridge between
the FE model and experimental measurements; and (2) to identify
the dynamic interaction between the structural components. Such
information can be gained through measuring the low amplitude
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Fig. 4. Interior view of City County Building vestibule domes
[Reprinted with permission from Atamturktur (2006)]

acceleration response, in which the structure is evaluated in the
linear range. Specifically, experimental modal analysis (EMA) is
implemented, a method deeply rooted in linear dynamics. This
section reviews the application of EMA as applied to the two
Guastavino domes and addresses the first of the two specific goals,
obtaining comparative features. The second goal of the experimental campaign, identification of dynamic interaction, is discussed in
the next section.
The vibration response of a structure can be measured under
either controlled excitation sources, such as an impact hammer
or a shaker, or under uncontrolled (ambient) excitation sources,
such as traffic or wind. Atamturktur et al. (2010) compared the
practical and technical aspects of conducting vibration experiments
on large-scale masonry structures under both controlled and uncontrolled excitations. In their study, certain modes were successfully
identified through hammer excitation, but were missing when
ambient excitation sources were used. Atamturktur et al. (2010)
suggests using controlled excitation sources when feasible, because
controlled excitation offers the benefit of preferential excitation of
modes by adjusting the excitation type, location, and amplitude.
Therefore, in the present study, controlled excitation sources,
specifically, impact hammer excitation, are preferred. The preference of hammer excitation over a shaker comes from the practical
difficulties in transportation, placement, and maneuvering of the
shaker on the doubly curved surfaces of the Guastavino domes.
During experiments conducted on both buildings, PCB 393A03
accelerometers with a sensitivity of 1 V∕g are preferred for measuring the vibration response. These accelerometers are suitable for
the typical vibration amplitudes and frequencies observed in civil
structures. A PCB 086D20 instrumented impulse hammer, capable
of applying a peak force of 22 kN, is used to vibrate the domes.
This impulse hammer is capable of exciting the masonry structures
of interest sufficiently above the ambient vibration level, thus
assuring a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio (approximately
60 dB). Among the available hammer tip options, the softest tip
is preferred to excite only the low-frequency vibration response

of the domes (up to 200 Hz with a 10 db drop in the energy
content).
After the vibratory response is acquired on-site, the global leastsquare complex exponential (LSCE) linear curve-fitting technique,
available in Spectral Dynamics’s STARModal system identification
software, is used to extract the modal parameters. The mathematical
theory behind the LSCE method was first discussed by Brown et al.
(1979) as an extension of Prony’s method. Frequency response
functions (FRFs) represent the vibration response of a structure
attributable to a given impulse in the frequency domain. LSCE
method represents the experimentally obtained FRFs as the ratio
of two polynomials. By fitting a polynomial fraction form to the
experimental data in a least-squared error sense, the method derives
the coefficients and the roots of these polynomials. The roots of the
derived characteristic polynomial yield the desired modal properties. When provided with a frequency bandwidth and number of
modes to be extracted, the STARModal system identification software readily fits a polynomial, of the order defined by the user, to
the section of FRF in question.
Accurate identification of damping ratios for large-scale
masonry systems is known to be a difficult task. Published work
on EMA as applied to large-scale masonry monuments reports that
modal damping ratios show large standard deviations compared
with natural frequencies (Huth et al. 2005; Casas and Aparicio
1994; Doebling et al. 1996). In the present study, the difficulty
in accurately extracting damping ratios is compounded by the
artificial damping introduced by the presence of the hammer operator (Reynolds and Pavic 2000; Hanagan et al. 2003). Therefore,
because of their high uncertainty, the experimentally obtained
damping values are not considered in this study.
State Education Building (SEB) —Albany, NY
A Siglab model 20–42 dynamic signal analyzer from DSP
Technology is a fast Fourier transform-based data acquisition
and signal-processing system, which is utilized to obtain and
postprocess the vibratory data. Siglab sets bandwidth and record
length as variables, which define the frequency resolution and data
capture time (frame size) when combined. The bandwidth is
defined as 200 Hz, which is sufficient to cover the first 150 modes
according to the preliminary FE model. The data capture time is set
to 1.8 s to allow the response to attenuate within the time frame and
eliminate potential leakage problems attributable to a nonperiodic
signal during fast Fourier transform. The measurement locations of
the SEB vibration measurements are shown in Fig. 5. The vibration
response of the dome is monitored at 26 distinct measurement
points (white squares in Fig. 5). The tests are repeated at 10 distinct
excitation locations (gray triangles in Fig. 5).
The quality of the FRF measurements is inspected through
coherence plots, which represent the linear relationship between
the input excitation of the hammer and output response of the
accelerometers. To illustrate the typical quality obtained in measurements of SEB, both the driving point FRF and the coherence
plot for points 3 and 15 are provided in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6,
the coherence function yields 0:95∕1:00 and higher coherence for
frequencies above 9 Hz. From these measurements, using the LSCE
system identification method, the first eight natural frequencies are
obtained as 41.0, 41.4, 48.3, 52.0, 58.5, 60.2, 64.5, and 73.0 Hz.
The second and sixth modes are heavily dominated by the adjacent
modes, and the mode shapes of these two modes are not successfully extracted.
The principles of EMA and LSCE are deeply rooted in the
assumption of linear-elastic behavior. Quality-assurance procedures, such as reciprocity, linearity, and repeatability checks, are
conducted to verify that this underlying assumption is satisfied.
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Fig. 5. Placement of data points shown on square plan of SEB dome

Fig. 7. (a) magnitude FRF of point no. 7 and no. 9 plots for reciprocity
check; (b) Δ FRF between FRF (7, 9) and FRF (9, 7), SEB, NY

Fig. 6. FRF magnitude and coherence graph for point no. 3 of the SEB
dome
Fig. 8. Linearity checks for driving point data at point no. 7, SEB, NY

Reciprocity indicates an excitation at point A causes the same
response at point B as the response at A produced by an excitation
at B. In Fig. 7, the FRF obtained at point no. 7, while exciting point
no. 9, displays a very good agreement with the FRF acquired at
point no. 9, while exciting point no. 7. The Δ FRF graph, which
shows the difference between the two FRF plots, displays an
average deviation of 3% (Fig. 7). For a linear system, the FRF
is theoretically unique. Because the response of a linear system
is proportional to its excitation, different excitation levels are
expected to result in the same FRF. The FRF magnitude data
showed almost no variation for excitation levels of 100 and
230 lb (Fig. 8). However, an improvement in the coherence function, for frequencies lower than 25 Hz, is observed as the excitation
force is increased. Fig. 9 presents the satisfactory results achieved
from the repeatability check, in which the experiments were
repeated two consecutive times to observe the consistency in the
vibration response of the domes.

Fig. 9. Repeatability checks for driving point data at point no. 7,
SEB, NY

City County Building (CCB) —Pittsburgh
EMA is applied to the masonry domes using a Dactron data acquisition system manufactured by LDS Test and Measurement. The
data acquisition settings are adjusted similarly to those of SEB.
Fig. 10 illustrates the placement of the five accelerometers on
the dome (white squares). This test plan is executed five times,

in which the hammer excitation is applied at a different point
(gray triangles in Fig. 10) for each run.
Driving point FRFs, i.e., responses measured exactly at the
excitation point, are obtained at all five measurement points and
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Fig. 10. Placement of data points shown on square plan of CCB dome

Fig. 11. Driving point FRF for all data points collected from CCB
dome

are illustrated in Fig. 11. The STARModal system identification
software enabled extraction of the first four modes from these
FRFs. The first four natural frequencies are obtained as 55.0,
60.3, 62.0, and 66.0 Hz, respectively. Quality-assurance procedures
discussed in the section “State Education Building (SEB)—Albany,
NY” within “Design and Execution of Vibration Experiments”,
such as reciprocity, linearity, and repeatability checks, were also
successfully completed for the domes of CCB. The results of
the quality-assurance checks are not included here for brevity,
but are available in Atamturktur (2006).

Development of Numerical Models: Finite-Element
Analyses
In this section, the development of linear FE models based on
available documentation, engineering judgment, and systematic
feedback obtained by comparing the model predictions against
experimental evidence is described. This comparison is completed
considering three distinct features: (1) the fidelity of the natural
frequencies predicted by the FE model compared with the measured natural frequencies; (2) the visual correlation between the
mode shapes; and (3) the agreement between the predicted and
measured sequence of modes.

The agreement in natural frequencies supplies a convenient
means of validating the ratio of stiffness and mass parameters of
the structure. However, if not complemented by mode shape
correlation, a test-analysis comparison based solely on natural
frequencies suffers the risk of comparing the frequencies of different modes. This problem occurs if the sequence of the measured
and calculated modes mismatch. Therefore, while comparing the
natural frequencies, verifying the mode sequence through mode
shape correlation is crucial.
Mode shape correlation can be determined qualitatively through
visual observations or quantitatively through the use of lowdimensional metrics, such as modal assurance criterion (MAC).
Although such metrics provide a convenient and quantitative means
of comparing mode shapes and reflecting the agreement between
the FE model and reality, these metrics also have the tendency to be
negatively affected by many factors other than those that reflect the
correlation between the FE model and reality. Such factors include,
but are not limited to, the imperfections in the vertical alignment of
accelerometers, the presence of the hammer operator on the structure, and the difficulty in uncoupling the closely spaced modes, all
of which can cause further deviations between the measured and
calculated modes. The difficulty in obtaining high MAC values
is compounded in the present study by the idealized nature of
the FE model. The FE model yields perfectly symmetrical mode
shapes, while the measured mode shapes reflect the inherent lack
of symmetry in the material distribution, boundary condition, and
geometry of the structure. Brownjohn and Xia (2000) and
Atamturktur and Boothby (2010) indicate that the MAC statistic
is an imperfect metric of mode shape agreement and cannot
compete with visual comparisons. Therefore, in the present study,
the mode shape correlation is completed primarily through visual
observations.
During test-analysis correlation, major problems arise attributable to the mismatch of number of degrees of freedom in the FE
model and experimental set up. FE models typically have significantly larger numbers of degrees of freedom compared with the test
campaigns. There are three main approaches to the degrees of
freedom mismatch between the FE model and test campaign:
(1) reducing the FE model solution; (2) expanding the test data;
and (3) truncation of the FE model solution without reduction.
The first two options rely on the known-to-be inaccurate FE model
and, thus, may yield erroneous results. The last option is the mere
truncation of the large degrees of freedom of an FE model to only a
few of those that were selected as measurement data points.
Although this option limits the test-analysis correlation to a select
few locations on the structure, it is immune from potential complication and errors of the reduction and expansion processes.
Moreover, limiting the test-analysis correlation to the measurement
locations also eliminates the potential problems that might be
caused through spatial aliasing of measured modes during mode
shape correlation. Spatial aliasing means higher-order modes
appearing as lower-order modes because of the limited number
of measurement points.
State Education Building (SEB) —Albany, NY
The physical dimensions of the SEB domes are obtained from
the original architectural drawings of the masonry assembly. The
accuracy of these dimensions is verified by survey measurements.
Disregarding the construction imperfections, an exact spherical
segmental dome is modeled in ANSYS V.10. The dome shell is
meshed with a total of 3,268 SHELL93 elements. The next steps
in the development of the FE model require defining the shell thickness, material properties, and support conditions for the Guastavino
domes. For each of these three items, separate nondestructive
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evaluations are completed. These nondestructive evaluations are
discussed in the following sections.
Thickness of the Dome Shell
The available drawings lack specifications for the dome shell thickness. Therefore, a nondestructive testing technique known as the
impact echo (IE) technique is employed to estimate the thickness
of the dome shell. The IE method focuses on the identification of
the higher-frequency local modes. In the IE method, a very short
duration impact is applied on the material surface to produce broadband excitation. The introduced stress pulse is dominated by a
P-wave, which propagates in a spherical pattern within the material
maintaining the same velocity in all directions. The P-waves propagating through the thickness of the material are reflected when they
reach a change in medium, in this case, a change from masonry to
air. The multiple reflections of the stress waves between the internal
and external boundaries of the dome shell are captured by the
accelerometer located on the impacted surface. Given the material
properties, the reflection data can be analyzed to determine the
thickness of the material (Sansalone 1997). The captured frequency
domain response of the SEB dome webbing attributable to an
excitation induced by a 15-mm diameter hardened steel ball is
shown in Fig. 12. The FRF graph exhibits a clear peak at the
dominant frequency of 8 kHz. Provided that the dominant frequency is known, the standard equation relates the stress wave
velocity to the thickness of the dome. As a result of this investigation, the thickness of the dome shell is estimated to be 13.5 cm,
which approximately corresponds to four layers of 19-mm-thick
tiles with 19-mm mortar layers.
Material Properties
There is a lack of reliable sources regarding the mechanical
characteristics of Guastavino tile and mortar. Moreover, the difficulty in determining the material property values to be entered into
the FE model is further compounded because of the variability in
Guastavino construction, because Rafael Guastavino was known to
experiment with different mortar recipes throughout his career
(Lane 2001). To determine the mechanical properties of the mortar
and tile, laboratory tests were conducted on a tile sample of 15.8 by
20 cm and a mortar lump of 10 by 14 cm, both obtained from the
SEB site (Fig. 13). From these samples, the Young’s modulus and
density of the masonry units and mortar joints are identified in the
laboratory (Atamturktur and Boothby 2007). These experimentally
identified properties are then homogenized to identify the effective
material properties representing the combined effect of tile masonry
units and mortar joints. As a result, Young’s modulus, Poisson
ratio, and the density of tile and mortar of the SEB domes were

Fig. 12. Impact echo experiments: High frequency dynamic response
obtained from SEB dome attributable to steel sphere impact

Fig. 13. Hydraulic displacement controlled testing: (a) mortar; (b) tile
unit

obtained as 7:4 × 109 N∕m2 , 0.26, and 1800 kg∕m3 , respectively
(Atamturktur and Boothby 2007) (see Table 1).
Support Conditions
The boundary conditions of the Guastavino domes can be estimated
by examining the dynamic interaction between a dome and the
structural components immediately adjacent to the dome. Initial
observations inside the attic space revealed steel trusses that transfer loads from the upper floors to the iron piers (Fig. 14). The steel
truss members are observed to touch the dome shell at eight
locations, spaced at 45° angles (Fig. 14). At these eight contact

Table 1. Material Properties Used in FE Model Analysis and Evaluation of
Tile and Mortar Assembly
Material property
Young’s modulus (E)
Poisson’s ratio (v)
Density (d)
Cohesion (c)
Friction angle (ϕ)
Compressive strength
Tensile Strength

CCB
8 × 10
0.26
1500

9

1.15
55
14.2
1.97

SEB

Unit

7:4 × 109
0.26
1800

N∕m2
—
Kg∕m3
MPa
°
MPa
MPa

Fig. 14. View of the back side of one of the SEB domes
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locations in each dome, tile blocks of 0.4-by-1.5-m plan dimension
attach the steel frame to the dome shell. These tile blocks, henceforth referred to as buttresses, apply a restraint of an unknown
nature to the tile domes. Moreover, the dynamic interaction
between side-by-side domes and between steel trusses and domes
is unknown. The nature of restraints between these adjacent
members, and their dynamic interaction, is dependent on mechanical properties and the physical configuration of the material. As
a result, the complex composition of the different structural members (steel trusses, tile domes, tile buttresses, and rubble-stone
surcharge) presents difficulties for the accurate representation of
the support conditions of these domical structures in the FE model
(Fig. 14). In this study, vibration measurement techniques are
exploited to make inferences about the support conditions between
various components of this complex system.
The vibration response of the steel truss members from an
impact excitation applied on the adjacent masonry dome is
measured to be negligible; thus, it is not necessary to model the steel
frame in the FE model. Next, using a similar approach, the response
of the tile buttresses attributable to an excitation placed on the dome
crown is also measured (Fig. 15). Odd-numbered buttresses
(orthogonal direction in Fig. 15) are observed to exhibit a greater
response compared with the even-numbered buttresses (diagonal direction in Fig. 15). Finally, the dynamic interaction between domes
and their adjacent components is investigated by measuring the vibration response levels of the adjacent dome attributable to an excitation located on the central dome (Fig. 15). The response
levels of adjacent domes are observed to be noticeable only at

frequencies higher than 90 Hz. Therefore, the dynamic interaction
between the adjacent domes need not be considered because the frequency range that dominates the structure’s behavior, in which fundamental modes exist, are frequencies much lower than 90 Hz.
As a result of this investigation, a single dome FE model with
appropriate support conditions representing the structural nodes of
trusses, buttresses, and adjacent domes is considered adequate for
the numerical analysis. In addition, because the volume and the
weight of the surcharge is almost negligible compared with the
weight of the masonry domes, it is deemed appropriate to substitute
support conditions to represent the structural influence of the surcharge material. Suitable support conditions to represent the structural restraint exerted by the adjacent components are determined
by a combination of best engineering judgment and by systematically comparing the FE model predictions against experimental
evidence. Best engineering judgment, for instance, suggests that
the domes have full translational restraint in the vertical direction,
where the pendentives rest on the iron piers. During the comparison
of the FE model against the experimental measurements, the first
eight global vibration modes are used as comparative features. The
FE model predictions for the first eight natural frequencies and
mode shapes are shown in Fig. 16, whereas the visual correlation
of the first mode shape is given in Fig. 17.
As a result of the test-analysis correlation, it is determined that
the peripheral edges of the dome must be restrained from a horizontal movement perpendicular to the plane of symmetry. Atop the
pendentives, where the dome webbing meets the piers, the translation of the dome is determined to be fully restricted in the direction of all three axes. The tile buttresses between the adjacent
domes are determined to provide partial vertical restraint. The steel
I-girders contacting the dome surface along the pendentives at each
of the four corners are found to partially restrict rotation and
transition. The FE model of the SEB domes developed on the basis
of a synthesis of expert judgment and experimental evidence yields
a satisfactory agreement with the experimentally obtained natural
frequencies (Table 2).
City County Building (CCB) —Pittsburgh

Fig. 15. Test set up to investigate dynamic interaction: (a) interaction
between adjacent domes; (b) interaction between buttressing tile blocks
and dome

While building the CCB FE model, geometric dimensions are
obtained from the original construction drawing of the domes from
the Guastavino Construction Company. Although on-site measurements showed small differences for the side lengths of the
square-bay plan because of construction imperfections, these small
variations are considered to be negligible. The dome is modeled as
a symmetric spherical segment with a square plan form, and the
dome shell is meshed with a total of 1,420 SHELL93 elements.
This element type is particularly well-suited to model thin shells

Fig. 16. First eight numerical mode shapes and natural frequencies of the Guastavino dome, SEB, NY
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Fig. 17. Visual correlation of the experimental and numerical mode shape for first mode of SEB domes: (a) experimental mode shape; (b) numerical
mode shape

Table 2. Test-Analysis Correlation of SEB for Natural Frequencies
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Experimental modal analysis (Hz)

Finite-element method (Hz)

41.0
41.4a
48.3
52.0
58.5
60.2a
64.5
73.0

40.9
41.5
50.2
51.5
53.5
57.4
60.2
64.6

a

Mode shapes of these modes are missing and therefore mode shape
correlation is incomplete.

with a double curvature. The largest mesh size is set so as not to
exceed 20 cm.
Thickness of the Dome Shell
The dome shell thickness of CCB is indicated to vary from three
tiles to seven in the construction drawings. The dome thickness is
calculated considering a 19-mm tile thickness with 19-mm mortar
layers. An approximate value for the dome thickness of five tiles is
adapted, and the thickness of the dome is approximated as uniform.
Material Properties
The contract specifications of the CCB building reveal extensive
information on the material quality that Guastavino was asked
to provide for the vestibule domes. These specifications call for
“sound, hard-burned, semi porous terra-cotta tiles of 7∕8″ thick
by 6″ wide and 12″ long” (City and County Building Archives
1915). The mortar is specified to be composed of one part
American Portland cement to two parts sand (City and County
Building Archives 1915). Although the archival contract descriptions for “timbrel arching” provide valuable information regarding
the scope and conditions of the work required of Guastavino, no
quantifiable information regarding the material properties is available. In the absence of material coupons for laboratory testing, the
material property values obtained for the domes of SEB are used as
initial values. These values are then fine-tuned through test-analysis
correlation focusing on the first four modes of the CCB dome.

Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and density of tile and mortar
of the dome are obtained as 8 × 109 N∕m2 , 0.26, and
1500 Kg∕m3 , respectively (see Table 1).
Support Conditions
Similar to the study on SEB, the techniques of in situ vibration
testing are exploited. The dynamic interaction is investigated by
measuring (1) the vibrations of one dome attributable to an
excitation force applied to the adjacent dome; and (2) the vibrations
of the massive masonry arches attributable to an excitation placed
on one of the domes. During both studies, minimal dynamic interaction between adjacent masonry domes and between domes and
their supporting masonry arches are observed. From this observation, it is concluded that an investigation of the structural behavior
of the CCB vestibule domes can be successfully accomplished by
modeling only one dome and replacing the adjacent structural
components with the appropriate support conditions. The structural
influence of massive, stiff peripheral masonry arches is represented
with fixed-end support conditions along the sides of the dome.
Similar to the surcharge in SEB, the surcharge volume is observed
to have a low rise; therefore, its influence on the structural behavior
is excluded from this analysis.
In CCB, tile buttresses extend between the steel columns and
dome webbing at four diagonal corners above the pendentives
(Fig. 18). The buttresses support the dome at the same height as
the top of the masonry arches. The nature of the support that these
four buttresses provide, however, is highly uncertain. Through an
iterative process of comparing FE model predictions against experimental measurements, the four tile buttresses are found to provide
horizontal displacement restraints in two orthogonal, horizontal

Fig. 18. View of the top of CCB dome, buttress and arch
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directions. This comparison is done considering the natural
frequencies, mode shape vectors, and the mode sequence for the
first four modes (Fig. 19). The support conditions derived through
test-analysis correlation agree with engineering judgment, and,
thus, it is feasible they can be identified through a best-practices
approach. However, the nature of the interaction between the
balcony floor situated on top of the domes and the dome apex
is less straightforward. The balcony floor is supported by closely
spaced cantilever beams. Because of long-term deformations of the
cantilever beams, an unknown level of contact between the balcony
floor and vestibule domes exists. The systematic procedure of testanalysis correlation illustrates that the FE model best reproduces
the experimentally obtained modal parameters when the horizontal
movement of the dome at the apex is restrained. The FE model,
developed with engineering judgment and experimental evidence,
is believed to be a suitable representation of the actual structural
behavior. The comparison of the final FE model predictions with
the experimental frequencies is given in Table 3.

Drucker-Prager Criterion
The shearing resistance of granular material, such as masonry and
concrete, is highly affected by hydrostatic pressure. Plasticity models provide suitable approximations of the stress and strain fields
for the crushing and shearing of masonry under compressive forces
(Genna et al. 1998). One of the widely applied plasticity models in
the nonlinear analysis of masonry systems is the Drucker-Prager
yield criterion, which includes the effect of hydrostatic pressure
on the shearing resistance of granular material. Drucker and Prager
(1952), as an extension of the von Mises failure surface, obtained a
continuous yield surface to determine elastoplastic behavior in soil
mechanics. As a result of its numerical stability, the Drucker-Prager

criterion is among the most widely used yield surfaces for brittle
materials, such as mortar, masonry, and concrete (Gadde and
Rusnak 2008); for a study on a masonry tower, see Cerioani,
Brighenti and Donida (1995) and Bartoli et al. (2006); for a study
on a masonry chimney, see Pallarés et al. (2009), and for a study on
a masonry arch, see Rosson et al. (1998).
The Drucker-Prager criterion is noncornered and approximates
the outer conical surface of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion and, thus,
is known as the smoothing Mohr-Coulomb criterion (Drucker and
Prager 1952; Akköse 2004). The Drucker-Prager criterion is defined in terms of hydrostatic stress and deviatoric stress as follows:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f ¼ αI 1 þ J 2 # k
ð1Þ
I 1 , the first invariant of the stress tensor = hydrostatic stress,
whereas J 2 = second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor.
The α and k are constants of the Drucker-Prager model, which
can be related to the two parameters of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion
cohesion (c) and angle of internal friction (ϕ) of the material. Such a
relationship is given
2 sin ϕ
α ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
3ð3 # sin ϕÞ

6c cos ϕ
k ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ
3ð3 # sin ϕÞ

ð2Þ

By substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and by removing the
Coulomb corner spots, a smooth failure surface can be obtained
for the Drucker-Prager damage criterion (Chen and Mizuno 1990).
As seen in Fig. 20, at the cornered vertexes of the Mohr-Coulomb
criterion, the gradient of the yield surface remains undefined (Sloan
and Booker 1986). The Drucker-Prager criterion still maintains the
vertexes, but in a smoothed manner, thus, the singularities are
removed, resulting in improved numerical stability. As a result,
Drucker-Prager criteria supply very definite analytical and computational advantages.

Nonlinear Earthquake Analyses of Guastavino
Domes
As a result of a systematic procedure of accumulating experimental
evidence through (1) low-frequency global vibration tests for EMA;
(2) high-frequency local vibration tests for IE; and (3) laboratory
tests on material coupons, linear FE models that yield satisfactory
agreement with the experimentally measured modal parameters are
obtained. These linear FE models are extended into the nonlinear

Fig. 19. First four numerical mode shapes and natural frequencies of
CCB dome

Table 3. Test-Analysis Correlation of CCB for Natural Frequencies

1
2
3
4

Experimental modal analysis (Hz)

Finite-element method (Hz)

55.0
60.0
62.0
66.0

53.5
56.5
61.8
66.0

Fig. 20. Failure criteria for Coulomb, Drucker-Prager, and von Mises
[Reprinted with permission from Nonlinear Analysis in Soil Mechanics, Chen, W. F., and Mizuno, E, Copyright Elsevier Science
Publishers (1990)]
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range by incorporating the Drucker-Prager criterion reviewed in
the previous section. The two nonlinear material parameters of
Drucker-Prager criteria, cohesion (c) and friction angle (ϕ) are
selected as c ¼ 1:15 MPa and ϕ ¼ 55° from the relevant literature
(Pela et al. 2009). If measurements of the structural vibrations from
an actual earthquake become available for the two case study structures, these two parameters could be fine-tuned to improve the
accuracy of the implementation of the Drucker-Prager failure
criterion.
Nonlinear transient analyses of the domes are performed using
the ground acceleration data (Fig. 21) from the El Centro earthquake that occurred in Imperial Valley, CA, in 1940. Contemporary
U.S. Geological Survey reports indicate that ground accelerations

damaged approximately 80% of the surrounding structures within
the vicinity of El Centro, causing property losses of $6 billion in the
United States alone (Carl and Jerry 1993). The north-south component of the El Centro ground acceleration is applied to the domes
in the horizontal direction, that is, the direction of dominant motion
of the first mode shapes for both domes (PEER 2010).
Through time history analyses, the element matrices are
computed using the Gauss numerical integration technique (Bathe
1996). The Newmark method is used in the solution of the differential equation of motion. Because of the high computational
demand of this method, only the first 6.5 s are considered during
calculations. This time period encompasses the most active period
of the earthquake. In the nonlinear analyses, a 5% damping ratio,
which is considered suitable for many civil engineering structures,
is used (Chopra 2006).
State Education Building (SEB) —Albany, NY

Fig. 21. Time histories of ground acceleration record of IMPVALL/
I-ELC180 (PEER 2010, reprinted with permission)

Investigation of the maximum displacements of the SEB dome
attributable to the El Centro ground acceleration records is completed. As expected, the deflected shape of the dome when the
maximum displacement is reached follows a similar pattern to that
of its first mode shape, as shown in Fig. 17. The time history displacements of the most critical point within the dome, in which the
maximum deflection occurs, are plotted in Figs. 22(a)–22(c) for the
x, y, and z directions, respectively. The plots in Fig. 22 reveal important information about the maximum deformations of the domes
under the given loading condition. The maximum displacements are
predicted by the nonlinear FE model as 7.6, 20.5, and 16.7 mm for x,
y, and z directions, respectively. Moreover, the time histories of
stresses at the nodal point, in which the maximum stresses occurred,
are plotted for the x, y, and z directions in Figs. 23(a)–23(c),

Fig. 22. Time histories of maximum displacements on SEB dome (z direction is the vertical direction and x and y directions are the two symmetric
horizontal directions): (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction; (c) z-direction

Fig. 23. Time histories of maximum stresses on SEB dome: (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction; (c) z-direction
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City County Building (CCB) —Pittsburgh
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The maximum displacement contours of the domes at CCB in the x,
y, and z directions are shown in Figs. 24(a)–24(c), respectively.
These contours represent the distribution of the peak values reached
by the maximum displacements at any time during simulation at

each point within the section. Fig. 25 shows that the maximum displacements occurred in a symmetric fashion with respect to the two
diagonal axes. The time histories of maximum displacements are
plotted for the x, y, and z directions in Figs. 25(a)–25(c), respectively. The time history simulation typically reveals two important
characteristics of the structural behavior: the peak displacement
response and the fundamental period of the structure. The
maximum values of displacements for x, y, and z directions are

Fig. 24. Maximum displacements contours of CCB dome: (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction; (c) z-direction
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Fig. 25. Time histories of maximum displacements on CCB dome: (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction; (c) z-direction

2.8, 8.1, and 4.4 mm, respectively. The time histories of maximum
principle stresses plotted by the nonlinear FE model are given in
Fig. 26. The maximum values of stresses in the three principle
directions are 1.0, 0.22, and 0.98 MPa, respectively.

Discussion of the Nonlinear Earthquake Analysis
As a result of the data obtained from CCB and SEB, the following
specific observations are noted about the two Guastavino domes
investigated in this study.
• Maximum displacements were obtained as 8.1 mm and
20.5 mm, respectively, from nonlinear earthquake analyses of
the SEB and CCB domes. The displacement levels correspond
to 3 and 1% of the diameter of the SEB and CCB domes, respectively. Although it is difficult to derive definite conclusions
solely from the displacement predictions, these predicted displacements can be compared against prior experimental studies that
focused on the collapse of masonry systems. For instance, in
their investigation of the collapse of a 1∕4-scale groin vault
attributable to a spread of the abutments, Theodossopoulos et al.
(2003) observed crack formation at the intrados of the vault
caused by a 3-mm abutment displacement (0.3% of the vault
span). At 5- and 8-mm abutment displacements, this study noted
a second and third fracture line forming on the groin vault
(0.5 and 0.8% of the vault span, respectively). Theodossopoulos
et al. (2003) were able to displace the abutments up to 30 mm
without causing a collapse, which corresponds to approximately
3.1% of the vault span. However, at that point, the structure had
undergone severe plastic deformations. Despite several distinctions between the scaled groin vault of Theodossopoulos et al.
(2003) and the full-scale Guastavino domes of the present
study, the experimental observations of damage at various

displacement levels can be used as a guiding principle for
the present study. With such guidance, the predicted maximum
displacement levels of SEB domes suggest the domes are likely
to experience large permanent deformations should a dynamic
event equivalent to the El Centro earthquake occur in their
vicinity. However, for the CCB domes, the maximum displacement levels in percentage of the dome span are approximately
one-third of the SEB domes. According to the findings of
Theodossopoulos et al. (2003), at this deformation level, the
CEB domes are likely to develop fracture cracks.
• With this observation comes a caveat. The dynamic displacement level predictions are highly dependent on the damping
ratio, which in the current study is assumed to be 5%. The
experimental investigation of the actual damping ratio of these
structures would provide valuable information and increase the
confidence in these predicted values. It must be noted, however,
that quantifying the damping characteristics of a structure is not
a trivial task, especially for a masonry system. In masonry structures, damping is strongly dependent on the vibration amplitude
and the nature of the excitation source. The use of experimentally measured damping values is not preferred in the present
study, because large variations are observed in measured modal
damping ratios.
• Nonlinear dynamic analysis delivers useful information about
the maximum tensile stresses that the masonry dome is subjected to during the earthquake event. The maximum stresses
were obtained as 1.0 MPa and 2.4 MPa, respectively, from nonlinear earthquake analyses of the domes of CCB and SEB.
These maximum tensile stress predictions can be compared
against allowable stress values of Guastavino tiles. The only
experimental study available in literature on the tensile capacity
of cohesive construction was completed in May 1877 by
Rafael Guastavino and A. V. Abbott at Fairbanks scale company

Fig. 26. Time histories of principle stress prediction on CCB dome: (a) x-direction; (b) y-direction; (c) z-direction
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(Guastavino 1892). Although no detailed information is available regarding the test set up or testing methodology, the tensile
capacity of this construction type composed of mortar and tile is
reported as 1.97 MPa. Rafael Guastavino is known to have used
the values obtained in this test as design coefficients in his work
after 1892. In the absence of any knowledge about the constituents of Guastavino’s mortar, it is very difficult to replicate
these tensile experiments conducted on a tile and mortar assembly. With such limitations, if Guastavino’s specifications are
accepted as applicable for his constructions after 1892, then
the following conclusions can be reached. The maximum tensile
stresses predicted by the nonlinear FE model are higher than the
reported allowable tensile stress for SEB and lower for CCB.
Therefore, an earthquake similar to the El Centro quake of
1940, occurring in Albany, NY, would cause plastic deformations and damage in the repetitive domes of SEB. However,
CCB, according to the nonlinear FE model predictions and
Guastavino’s tensile stress tests, would remain intact should
a dynamic event equivalent to the El Centro earthquake happen
in Pittsburgh.
• Although these two domes have the same diameters, their dome
shells have different thicknesses. The SEB dome shell is
measured to be four tiles thick, while the archival documents
indicate the CCB dome shell to vary between three to seven
tiles, with an average of five tiles thickness. It is possible the
differences in the findings obtained for the SEB and CCB
domes can be attributed to the differences in the shell thicknesses of these two domes.

Conclusions
This paper presents findings from a combined experimental and
numerical campaign as applied to two Guastavino-style domes
located in North America: The City County Building in Pittsburgh
and the State Education Building in Albany, NY. The linear FE
models of the domes are first coupled with the findings of an
experimental modal testing campaign to make inferences about
the nature of the restraining forces exerted on the Guastavino
domes by the adjacent components. Ultimately, a linear FE model
built according to a combination of best engineering judgment and
experimental evidence is obtained for each structure. Next, with the
introduction of the Drucker-Prager failure criterion, these FE models are extended into the nonlinear range. The nonlinear FE models
are used to simulate the seismic performances of the two domical
structures.
As a result of this research program, the authors note the
following general observations:
• Experimental measurements collected from an existing structure
can be used to support decisions made while building the FE
model. In this study, experimental evidence is collected through
vibration response measurement of the domes caused by an
impact excitation. The authors found this particular test setup
to be a convenient and affordable method of collecting experimental evidence. However, other forms of experimental measurements, such as deflection or strain measurements under
static and dynamic loads, can also be used.
• The systematic process of comparing FE model predictions
against experiments incorporates best engineering judgment
at every stage of the process and, therefore, differs from the
widely used approach of parameter calibration. Parameter
calibration is a procedure that aims to reach an FE model that
best reproduces the experimental data. Parameter calibration,
when deterministic in nature, is typically formulated as an

optimization problem that makes inclusion of expert opinion
difficult.
• When using experimental evidence as a source of information
while building the FE models, the quality and quantity of
experimental information clearly makes a difference. The first
four modes in CCB and the first eight modes in SEB are used as
comparative features. During this comparison, not only are the
natural frequencies and mode shape vectors considered, but also
the sequence of modes. For instance, the SEB FE model predicting the first eight modes in the wrong order is considered
to be an unsuitable representation of the structure. Of course,
an increased quantity of experimental evidence will result in
an increased degree of confidence in the predictions of the
FE models discussed in this paper.
• The use of modal parameters as experimental evidence, though
effective, has limitations because of the strong assumptions of
linear behavior that are deeply rooted in system identification
procedures. In this study, however, FE models are extended
beyond the linear range, and material nonlinearity is introduced
to the linear FE models by incorporating the Drucker-Prager
damage criterion. In the ideal case, the newly introduced
parameters of the Drucker-Prager criteria, such as cohesion
and internal friction angle, are also substantiated by relevant
experimental evidence. In this paper, relevant experimental
evidence indicates experimental data that capture the underlying
yield failure phenomenon and contain information regarding
these two parameters: cohesion and internal friction angle. Such
experiments, in this particular case, must measure the response
of the structures experiencing the nonlinear deformations and
perhaps plastic yielding. Because it is hardly feasible to conduct
such experiments on existing structures, the present study lacks
experimental evidence to fine-tune the values of these two
parameters of the Drucker-Prager criteria. Thus, experimental
evidence is not available to support the nonlinear FE model predictions. This shortcoming of the present study constitutes the
basic, yet widespread difficulty in predictive science.
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